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Introduction:
Much has been written and said about Ireland’s ambitious commitments under the European 
Commission’s Energy and Climate Package. There has been a pioneering Irish focus on  invest-
ment in renewable energy, particularly in wind generation, and in the associated upgrading of 
the electricity transmission network. Significant progress has also been achieved in emissions 
reduction in conventional power generation and in larger industry within the so-called Emissions 
Trading Scheme (ETS), through good management, prudent investment and, not least, by the un-
fortunate impacts of recession.

Yet there has been little focus so far on energy and emissions reduction in the Non-ETS sec-
tors, particularly in the residential, commercial, smaller industrial and public service sectors, as 
required under Ireland’s onerous and legally binding “20-20-20” commitments. The latest EPA 
Review on Ireland’s Green-House Gas (GHG) emissions points to non-achievement of these 
national commitments, consequently exposing Ireland to significant penalties from as early as 
2016 onwards to 2020. 

The Academy has therefore identified the need for an alternative approach, hence this Policy 
Advisory.  It was made possible through the pooling of real-world expertise and unique insights 
of a truly multi-disciplinary team spanning the electricity and gas utilities, energy consultants, 
equipment suppliers, retrofitting practitioners and academia. The recommendations resulting 
from team brainstorming and original analysis break new ground in identifying innovative yet 
practicable solutions.

The Academy believes that the recommendations in this Policy Advisory can together enable 
Ireland to achieve all its “20-20-20” commitments. Furthermore, most of the recommendations 
can be privately funded, have short payback periods, make national economic sense, create op-
portunities for enterprise and employment, and can also provide better living conditions for the 
population, resulting in reduced national healthcare costs.

Executive Summary: 
Under the European Commission’s “20-20-20” Strategy, Ireland is committed to a 20% reduction 
in Final Energy Consumption (FEC), as compared to average energy use in the period 2001-2005, 
a 20% reduction in Green-House Gas (GHG) emissions from 2005 levels in the Non-Emissions 
Traded Sector (Non-ETS), and an increase in the contribution of renewables to FEC to 16% by 
2020, with an increase in the overall share of energy from renewable sources in transport to 10%. 

Hitherto the overriding focus has been on the renewable electricity target, with some €8 bil-
lion invested on supply-side projects (mainly in renewable energy and in upgrading of electric-
ity transmission), while only €1 billion has been invested in demand-side initiatives towards 
achieving the FEC and Non-ETS CO2 (Carbon Dioxide) reduction targets. However both these  
reduction initiatives are now falling short of national commitments, exposing Ireland to signifi-
cant penalties for non-achievement of interim and final 2020 targets.
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This Policy Advisory demonstrates how these latter two reduction goals, which also are  
consistent with economic recovery, can be achieved through a strategic rebalancing of  
Government energy policy between now and 2020. The Advisory Principles are focused on the 
Residential, Commercial, Non-ETS Industrial and Public Service sectors.

In the Residential Sector, the Academy recommends acceleration of the national insula-
tion retrofitting programme, being more convinced of the greater bankability of shallow  
rather than deep retrofitting. Hearsay from within the industry indicates that considerably more  
shallow retrofitting has taken place in the housing stock than grant-aid figures would suggest.  
The Academy estimates further potential energy and emission reductions of 0.28 Mtoe (million 
tonnes of oil equivalent) and 0.66 Mt (million tonnes) of CO2 respectively. As insulation tech-
nologies are further developed, deep retrofitting may become more viable post-2020.

In particular, the Academy recommends the retrofitting of heat pumps in the 300,000 rural  
dwellings remote from the gas grid, currently using oil fired central heating. The national  
programme should be preceded by a pilot scheme that would conclusively demonstrate best 
practice in installation and operation of heat pumps. This heat pump initiative can achieve very 
significant energy and emission reductions of 0.3 Mtoe and 1.3 Mt CO2 respectively, as well as 
making a major contribution to the renewable energy target.

As urban electricity distribution has insufficient capacity to support widespread installation of 
heat pumps, the Academy recommends “decarbonising” through a shift from oil-fired to gas-fired 
central heating in 300,000 urban dwellings now using oil-fired central heating, with priority on 
100,000 dwellings within 20m of the gas grid. This fuel-switching initiative can lead to another 0.4 
Mt in the CO2 emissions reduction target.

The Academy also sees merit in systematic upgrading of existing electrical storage heating to 
“smart” modern systems now available. An additional advantage of the heat pump and electri-
cal storage heater initiatives is that these, in conjunction with remote communications links, 
can facilitate rapid system load control, potentially reducing the €535m proposed investment in  
thermal generation system controllability required under higher levels of wind penetration. 

The Academy also recommends continued cost-effective energy efficiency improvements in the 
Commercial and Non-ETS Industrial Sectors, building on the successes of several initiatives pio-
neered by SEAI. There is a data deficit on energy usage in the Non-ETS Industrial Sector which 
needs to be rectified. The Academy estimates that ongoing initiatives in the Commercial and 
Non-ETS Industrial Sectors can achieve energy and emission reductions of approximately 0.35 
Mtoe and 0.73 Mt CO2 respectively.

These goals should be further pursued through extension of the gas transmission network to 
potential customers in these sectors, though the investment criteria applied by the Regulator 
to gas network extensions will need to be revisited, taking wider economically-positive criteria 
into account. The consequent fuel shift can result in further emission reduction of 0.2 Mt CO2.
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The Academy also sees considerable potential to reduce energy consumption in the Public Ser-
vice Sector.  The initiative pioneered by the OPW is an excellent model for extension to the 
entire public services sector. There appears to be particular potential in improving energy ef-
ficiency in the energy-intensive HSE sector. If the very ambitious Public Sector requirement of 
33% energy reduction is achieved, this will result in energy and emission reductions of 0.17 Mtoe 
and 0.3 Mt CO2 respectively.

The combination of the initiatives proposed in this Policy Advisory can together potentially 
achieve the 2020 required distance-to-target reductions in FEC of 1.1 Mtoe and in 2.7 Mt CO2, 
enabling Ireland to meet all its “20-20-20” commitments. 

These initiatives can also create significant opportunity for private enterprise in the design, 
installation, retrofitting, quality assurance, maintenance and compliance monitoring of energy 
conservation measures. These can also lead to significant employment creation opportunities in 
both rural and urban settings.  

These initiatives imply a total expenditure between now and 2020 of the order of €5 billion, 
mostly by the private sector, mostly with short payback periods with a potential for innovative 
financing, these also leveraging increased VAT returns and almost €1 billion annual savings in  
energy import costs. There is also a strong case that the associated improvement in human living 
and working conditions can lead to longer-term reduction in national healthcare costs. 

Therefore the Academy believes there is a compelling case for embracing these Policy Advisory 
recommendations in Government Energy Policy to 2020. 

1.  Purpose and Context of this Policy Advisory 

1. 1 Purpose:

The purpose of this Policy Advisory is to recommend an alternative approach on how Ireland 
can most cost-effectively:

● Reduce its Green House Gas (GHG) Emissions (principally Carbon Dioxide) in the  
 Residential, Commercial, Non-Emissions Trading Scheme (Non-ETS) Industrial and  
 Public Service Sectors, and 

● Reduce its Energy Consumption in those sectors, both these GHG and energy reductions  
 being required to meet its national legally-binding 20-20-20 Commitments.

This Report by the Irish Academy of Engineering is one of a series on energy policy, including 
Energy Policy and Economic Recovery 2010-2015 (published in February 2011),  The Potential 
for Large-Scale Electricity Exports (June 2012), and The Future of Oil and Gas in Ireland (Febru-
ary 2013).

This Policy Advisory does not cover the ETS Sector (principally Power Generation and larger 
Industry), as the required energy and CO2 savings are being achieved as a result of corporate 
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action and the unfortunate impacts of recession.  Within the Non-ETS sector, the Report does 
not cover Agriculture, as this is outside the direct competence of the Academy.  A separate IAE 
report is in preparation covering the Transport Sector. 

In the drafting of this Policy Advisory, reference was made to the extensive literature already 
available on this subject, as listed in Annex 1.  All estimations of energy and emissions reduction 
in this Policy Advisory are based on 2011 data published by the SEAI and EPA respectively, refer-
ences 14, 15 and 16 in that list.

1.2 The Context – Ireland’s “20-20-20” Commitments :

Under the EU’s “20-20-20” Effort Sharing Decision, Ireland is required to meet the following 
targets by 2020

● A 20% reduction in Final Energy Consumption (FEC), as compared to average energy  
 use in the period 2001-2005,

● A 20% reduction in GHG emissions from 2005 levels in the Non-ETS sector, 

● An increase in the contribution of renewable energy to FEC to 16% by 2020 and an  
 increase in the overall share of energy from renewable sources in transport to 10%. 

In addition, under the EU ETS, overall emissions from facilities covered by the scheme are  
required to be reduced by 21% between 2005 and 2020

When the EU’s “20-20-20” strategy was first formulated the targets set for Ireland appeared 
virtually impossible to achieve as, in 2008

● The FEC in 2020 was then projected to be 16.5 Mtoe versus a 2020 target of 10 Mtoe, and 

● GHG emissions in the Non-ETS sector were projected to be 53.3 MtCO2eq versus  
 a target of 37.5 MtCO2eq. 

However, the severe economic recession experienced in Ireland since 2008, and the current 
view that economic growth in the future will be much lower than then projected, have resulted 
in substantial reductions in present and projected energy demand and resulting emissions. Thus 
SEAI estimated that the 2011 FEC was 11.15 Mtoe, already significantly below the 2007 peak of 
13.3 Mtoe, and in 2011 was just over 10% above the 2020 target of 10.0 Mtoe, implying a current 
“distance to target” of 1.15 Mtoe. 

Thus, the apparently unattainable 2020 energy reduction target now appears within reach, if ap-
propriate conservation measures are adopted in the period 2013 to 2020. This Policy Advisory 
demonstrates that approximately 1.1 Mtoe of energy savings can be achieved by 2020 in the 
Residential, Commercial, Non-ETS Industrial and Public Service Sectors. 

The situation in relation to GHG emission targets is more complex. 
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The recent EPA 2013 GHG emission projections for 2020 envisage that 

● The CO2 emissions from the Non-ETS Residential and Industrial/Commercial  
 sectors would be in  the range 8.4-10.8 Mt in 2020, compared with 11.0 Mt in 2011

● Emissions in the Non-ETS Agricultural and Waste sectors would increase from 19.5 Mt  
 in 2011 to 21.3 Mt in 2020, driven by the targets set in Food Harvest 2020

● Emissions in the Non-ETS Transport sector would range  from 12.7-13.7 Mt in 2020,  
 compared with 11.3 Mt in 2011 

● The ETS sector emissions would range from 15.6 Mt to 17.0 Mt in 2020, thus giving  
 an overall decline of 23-30% from 2005 levels

Thus overall Non-ETS emissions are projected by the EPA to be in the range 42.4 - 45.8 Mt in 
2020. However, the target set for Ireland by the EU was to reduce emissions in the Non-ETS 
sector by 20%, namely to reach 37.5 Mt by 2020, this target being calculated as follows: 
(2005 GHG emissions 69.4 Mt - Emissions allocated to the ETS sector, under the National Al-
location plan of 22.4 Mt) × 0.8 = 37.5 Mt.  

Figure 1 below shows more clearly the breakdown of Ireland’s GHG emissions in 2005 and 2011 
and nationally-committed targets for 2020, by source and in terms of being inside or outside the 
ETS. 

Fig 1: Irish Greenhouse Gas Emissions 2005-2020
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The target for Non-ETS emissions set for Ireland was particularly onerous as 

● Ireland, Denmark and Luxembourg were set the toughest targets, as then having the  
 highest GDP per capita in the EU in 2005

● Ireland’s agricultural emissions were 28.5% of total emissions in 2005 versus an EU  
 average of 10.2%. As a result of the assumption that Ireland’s agricultural emissions 
 would remain virtually unchanged from 2005 levels, the target reduction for other  
 Non-ETS emissions was 35.7%

Thus it is now clear that, unless there is a substantial reallocation of emissions quota or a major 
change in policy priorities, Ireland will:

● Come close to achieving the 20% FEC reduction target, mainly due to the economic 
 recession, though further energy reduction initiatives are required,

● Exceed the obligation to reduce emissions from the ETS sector from 2005 levels,  
 achieving a 23-30% reduction by 2020 versus the EU target of 21%

● Fail to meet the mandatory target it has agreed to for reducing GHG emissions from  
 the Non-ETS sector.  Indeed  emissions in the Residential, Industrial/Commercial and 
 Transport sectors would have to fall from 22.1 Mt in 2011 to 16.5 Mt by 2020, a 25%  
 decline, if the EU target is to be achieved and there is no further change in the  
 projected allocation to the Agricultural sector.

● On a pro-rata basis, assuming similar reductions in the Transport sector, CO2  
 emissions from the Residential, Commercial, Non-ETS Industrial and Public Sectors  
 combined need to be reduced by (6.6 + 4.2) x 0.25 = 2.7 Mt, which is taken as the  
 overall “distance to target” for those sectors covered in this Policy Advisory. 

Significant (though as yet unquantified) national penalties would likely be imposed in 2020 by 
the European Commission for non-achievement of the commitments on energy and Non-ETS 
CO2 reduction (where there is no mechanism for purchasing of emission rights as under the ETS 
rules). Indeed there can also be penalties for exceeding interim annual targets, which the EPA 
estimates could take effect from as early as 2016.

The Academy therefore suggests that this anticipated outlook requires a strategic reassessment 
of Government energy policy between now and 2020.  Put in context, the Academy estimates 
that since 2000, some €8 billion in total has been invested on supply-side projects, while approxi-
mately only €1 billion has been invested on demand-side improvements.  

Advisory Principle 1
The Academy recommends that between now and 2020 there should be a strategic  
rebalancing of investment, hitherto focused on supply-side renewable electricity generation and 
related transmission grid development, towards an alternative approach focused on demand-side 
energy and CO2 reduction in the Non-ETS sector. 
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2. Reducing Energy Usage and CO2 Emissions in the  
 Residential Sector

2.1 The Residential Housing Stock :

Ireland has 1.65m permanently-occupied residential dwellings, of which approximately 30% is 
rented accommodation. Of the 1.65m total, about 1.27m was constructed prior to 2001. Some 
0.4m dwellings were built in the Celtic Tiger decade 2000-2010 with poor insulation standards, 
which may not have met the prevailing Building Regulations due to a lack of compliance check-
ing. This legacy unfortunately poses Ireland with more costly retrofit upgrading challenges than 
other EU countries. 

Insulation standards required in Building Regulations in Ireland have historically lagged those in 
other European countries. However the current (2011) Part L U-values, if fully implemented, are 
in line with, or even ahead of, those now used elsewhere in Europe. 

Up to now, approximately 350,000 dwellings have received a Building Energy Rating (BER).  
Previous estimations indicated that two-third of all dwellings had a BER of D or lower, confirming 
the scale of the national retrofitting challenge. The Academy therefore strongly supports initia-
tives to increase residential building energy performance in Ireland, as described in the sections 
that follow.

2.2 Some Experiences on Retrofitting of Residential Buildings:

The Academy welcomes the draft Good Practice in Retrofitting Guidelines (prSR54) being pre-
pared by the NSAI, in that technically appropriate measures and good quality workmanship are 
paramount to achieving and maintaining real energy savings. 

Dwelling insulation retrofits depend primarily on the type of residential construction. In Figure 
2 overleaf based on experience, some practical advice is offered on the various retrofitting op-
tions, indicating that some aspects need further investigation to ensure the most effective and 
durable solutions. 

Attic insulation is straightforward and generally cost-effective, though recent requirements for 
attic ventilation can actually be a disincentive. There can also be a reluctance to carry out insu-
lation in the attic as it is frequently used as a storage area, so new flooring has to be installed. 
Attention also needs to be paid to trapdoor draught-proofing.

It is not always appreciated that after upgrading the insulation in a dwelling, any cold bridges 
or spots can give rise to mould formation, with consequent health risks. Similarly, ventilation is 
required to prevent Carbon Monoxide build-up from heating combustion products. Installation 
of ventilation in retrofitting is often perceived to cause draughts and energy loss, and hence is 
often casually sealed up post-installation. This perceived conflict between ventilation and energy 
conservation needs to be clarified through retrofitting good practice guidelines.
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The Academy sees the need of better practical advice to householders on retrofitting options, 
and welcomes those given in the various case studies in the NSAI Code. It also recommends that 
the Energy Action/Tabula retrofitting advisory sheets for the various types of Irish residential 
construction be made more widely available; it believes that the retrofitting cost estimates sug-
gested are realistic, but the projected benefits may be overstated, as most Irish homes are not 
currently heated to the standard assumed. 

The Academy believes that there is a strong case for certification of contractors for retrofitting, 
as is the case in Northern Ireland.

Advisory Principle 2.2.1
The Academy sees a need for better practical advice to householders on the merits of the  
various retrofitting options appropriate to the various forms of housing construction, particular-
ly in respect of external insulation durability and its effectiveness when applied to hollow block 
walls. There is also a need for unambiguous advice on post-retrofit ventilation requirements, an 
aspect which still requires full technical clarification.

Advisory Principle 2.2.2
The Academy urges the systematic training of contractors in retrofitting skills, as well as  
independent third party compliance checking of retrofit work, in order to ensure longer-term 
durability and that the energy efficiency benefits of retrofitting are achieved in practice. 

Fig 2: Most common forms of Residential Construction and Insulation Retrofit Options
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2.3 Switching from Oil-Fired to Gas-Fired Central Heating in Urban Areas:   

The map in Annex 2, based on Census 2011 data, gives a visual picture of the spread of central 
heating fuels used in Ireland, illustrating the striking predominance of use of oil and solid fuels 
in rural areas. Oil usage for central heating in Ireland is close to twice that of natural gas, which 
is in sharp contrast to the EU27 where average gas usage in the residential sector is 2.7 times 
higher than oil use. 

As a result, Ireland’s oil dependency is significantly higher than in other countries in the EU.  
Ireland has indigenous gas reserves and internationally traded gas (in the form of Liquefied Natu-
ral Gas) is increasingly viewed as more secure than oil, due to the extent of its resource base and 
politically more secure distribution. Therefore Ireland’s excessive oil dependency is strategically 
undesirable on energy security grounds. 

As outlined in the Academy’s recent Advisory on Oil & Gas Policy, there are strong arguments 
that conversion of oil-fired to gas-fired central heating should be incentivised in that new  
gas-firing (with condensing boilers) is at least 10% more efficient than older oil boilers. This, cou-
pled with the lower CO2 emissions of gas, leads to an overall emissions reduction of almost 30%.  
Furthermore, natural gas is less expensive from both the customer and energy import perspec-
tives: longer-term global gas prices/kWh are predicted to be only half that of oil. 

There are almost 300,000 households in urban areas in Ireland which continue to depend on  
oil fired central heating and 100,000 of these are estimated to be located within 20m of gas  
supply. Converting households from oil to gas central heating would result in an average saving of 
€560/year per household. Switching all 300,000 oil fired households in urban areas to gas could 
save €215m/year on energy imports, based on winter 2011/12 market prices.

The cost of extending gas supplies to households in ‘Non-Gas’ urban estates located near the 
gas network was estimated by BGE in 2012 to be €1750/house on average. Thus the overall  
capital cost of converting oil fired households to gas heating is estimated at an average of €4,500/ 
household, including boiler replacement where appropriate. 

With a total investment of €1.35 billion and energy import savings of €215/year, the payback pe-
riod in investing in conversion to gas is estimated at 6.3 years.  As converting houses from oil to 
gas heating is labour intensive, at national level the payback is potentially as low as two to three 
years when additional Exchequer receipts from VAT, income and corporation tax and savings on 
unemployment benefits are counted. This investment would reduce FEC by 47 ktoe and CO2 
emissions by 0.4 Mt/year. Extensive electrification of residential heating on a large scale in urban 
areas (such as by the extensive installation of heat pumps) is not technically viable as the urban 
underground electrical distribution system has insufficient capacity without costly upgrading.   

The Academy thus believes that increasing the penetration of gas fired central heating should 
be treated as a national priority and this should be reflected in the regulatory process and  
decision making.  The Academy regards this policy as the best option consistent with the longer-term  
decarbonisation of the Irish economy for dwellings close to the gas grid.
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Advisory Principle 2.3
The Academy urges that the 300,000 dwellings in urban areas using oil-fired central heating 
should be incentivised to convert to gas-fired central heating, with priority on those 100,000 
dwellings located within 20m of a natural gas pipeline. New gas customers should be given 
longer-term visibility on tariffs, reflecting the new international reality that gas prices are only half 
those of oil per unit energy equivalent.   

2.4 Retrofitting of Heat Pumps in Rural Dwellings:

It is estimated that there are 400,000 dwellings in rural areas (remote from the natural gas grid) 
with oil-fired central heating (as shown in the map in Annex 2). The Academy believes that these 
dwellings should be incentivised by the energy utilities to install heat pumps, these to operate 
in conjunction with existing oil-fired central heating, but reducing oil use by approximately 90%. 

Heat pumps can deliver significantly more energy output than the electricity required to operate 
them. Heat pumps achieve this by recovering low temperature heat from the air and transfer-
ring it to water at a significantly higher temperature in the case of ‘air to water’ heat pumps, 
effectively working as a refrigerator in reverse. Energy recovered from the air in excess of the 
electricity required to power the heat pump is classed as renewable energy, as detailed in the 
recent EU Commission Decision of March 1, 2013, establishing the guidelines for Member States 
on calculating the renewable energy from heat pumps (2013/114/EU).

As Ireland now has a very large surplus of highly efficient natural gas-fired CCGT plant the ad-
ditional electricity required can be delivered at 50% efficiency in primary energy terms. Further-
more, the recently-upgraded rural electricity network (at a cost of €4bn) has sufficient electrical 
capacity for widespread installation of heat pumps, as well as utilising the current 2GW of excess 
dispatchable generation capacity.

The Academy believes that there is very significant potential for heat pumps which has not been 
recognised hitherto in Ireland, even though they are successfully deployed in other EU countries. 
Heat pump technology has matured significantly in terms of performance and reliability in the 
past few years. 

However a significant upgrading of installer technical capability and the establishment of a com-
prehensive maintenance capacity are essential for the successful introduction of a large-scale 
heat pump installation programme. Hence it would be prudent to establish a pilot installation and 
maintenance capacity in advance of a national heat pump programme.

Recent Irish-based research has shown that any operational difficulties due to higher air humidity 
in Ireland can be overcome, and that heat pumps can now deliver seasonal efficiencies of up to 
300%, based on heat output versus electrical input. Tests of 12 different manufacturers’ air/water 
heat pumps undertaken by the Swedish Energy Agency in 2011 demonstrated that  these can 
deliver at a COP (Coefficient of Performance) of  up to 3 with hot water at 55oC, at an ambient 
air temperature of 7oC,  thus making them compatible with often-oversized existing radiator 
systems. Furthermore manufacturers are continuing to further improve product performance.
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Air-sourced heat pumps are more cost-effective in retrofit situations (at ~€6,000/house) than 
ground-sourced heat pumps, and can supply sufficient heating energy right down to almost 0oC, 
at which stage some form of supplemental heating is required (for example using the existing 
oil-fired system). 

Replacing 75% of the rural oil-fired central heating load with heat pumps would reduce FEC by 
0.29 Mtoe, provide 0.30 Mtoe a year of renewable energy, reduce Non-ETS CO2 emissions by 
1.3 Mt/year and nationally save €230m/year, through less and lower cost energy imports. Instal-
lation of heat pumps would also substantially reduce the inefficiency of delivering oil products to 
widely dispersed rural customers. These numbers demonstrate a very strong case for promoting 
a national heat pump programme.

The installation of a heat pump has significant commercial benefit for the electricity supplier as 
well as the customer; hence there is a strong case for the electricity supplier to incentivise the 
installation of heat pumps (which could also be reflected in a Better Energy Financing package), 
thus giving an attractive payback also to the householder for heat pump installation. It is however 
important that any support scheme should be designed to support only equipment capable of 
achieving close to the optimal level of performance, as the economic and environmental benefits 
decline significantly if heat pumps with poorer performance levels are deployed.

There is also the potentially important advantage that heat-pump load could be dynamically and 
remotely controlled to allow rapid grid demand-side load management, increasingly required 
with higher levels of wind generation. 

Advisory Principle 2.4
The Academy urges that the installation of highly-efficient heat pumps should be significantly  
incentivised in the 400,000 rural dwellings remote from the gas network and current-
ly with OFCH. Such electrification of heating will exploit the recent upgrading of the rural  
electricity networks, as well as better utilising the current 2GW of excess dispatchable capacity.  
Furthermore, the installation of heat pumps can significantly help satisfy national energy, emission 
reduction and renewable energy targets, as well as reducing oil import costs. 

2.5 Upgrading to Smart Electrical Thermal Storage (SETS):

Recent Irish-based innovation in Smart Electric Thermal Storage (SETS) heating has the po-
tential to revolutionise domestic heating in the 140,000 dwellings (many of which are urban  
apartments) currently relying on electrical storage heating. 

SETS also has significant growth potential in rural households and intermittently-occupied holi-
day homes relying on solid fuel or oil-fired central heating to provide constant background  
heating, this extra comfort significantly advancing the quality of life and human health.

These innovative storage heating units have much more controllable heat storage capacity 
(25kWh), with “intelligent” electricity intake and heat output. These innovations can remove 
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the negative customer perceptions of traditional electrical storage heating, principally its lack of 
control and overall expense. A further important advantage of SETS is that the electrical intake 
can be instantaneously remotely controlled, thus allowing system demand to be matched to grid 
generating capacity, increasingly necessary as wind-energy penetration further increases. 
 
If SETS are installed in 140,000 dwellings, each with a load of 4-6kW, these would give potential 
to instantaneously control 560-840MW of grid demand, two to three times that of the Turlough 
Hill pumped storage capability.  This has very significant potential benefit in reducing spinning 
reserve requirements.  These potential savings make a case for incentivising the systematic re-
placement of existing storage heaters with SETS.

Advisory Principle 2.5.1
The Academy supports the systematic replacement of older generation electrical storage heat-
ers in 140,000 dwellings with new higher-capacity and higher-efficiency SETS, offering customers 
more cost-effective and controllable solutions. There is also potential for marketing SETS to 
provide background heating in rural dwellings using solid fuel heating.

EirGrid is presently running a consultation on options to upgrade the electricity system char-
acteristics (the so-called DS3 proposal, estimated to cost €535m) to cope with higher levels of 
wind penetration. 

There is a strong case that, for some of this proposed investment in supply-side measures, simi-
lar benefits could instead be achieved through demand-side measures at lower cost, via remote 
Smart Meter control of heat pumps and electrical storage heating. 

Thus the installation of Smart Meters should be focused on customers with heat pumps or smart 
electrical storage heating, giving those customers the additional benefit of low marginal genera-
tion costs at periods of high wind output.

Advisory Principle 2.5.2
The Academy recommends that rapid demand-side load management of heat pump and SETS in-
stallations through Smart Metering should be investigated as an alternative technical solution to 
Eirgrid’s DS3 proposal.  Any savings in capital investment, as well as savings through reduction in 
spinning reserve, could then arguably be dedicated in the national interest to incentivise national 
heat pump and SETS programmes. 

2.6 Financing of Upgrading Options in the Residential Sector:

Grant-aided retrofit upgrading programmes (through the Home Energy Savings and Warmer 
Homes Schemes) have achieved the upgrading of approximately 142,000 units in the 10 years 
up to end 2011, though with declining progress reported in 2012. This resulted in the upgrad-
ing of 8.6% of the occupied housing stock.  Most of these upgrades have been shallow retrofits  
(typically costing €3-5k/unit) versus deep retrofits (typically costing €10-20k/unit). 

Hearsay in the industry would indicate that possibly twice that number or more have been ret-
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rofitted to at least some extent without grant aid, possibly to reduce administrative or technical 
requirements (such as ventilation). Therefore a significant portion of the housing stock probably 
has already achieved at least shallow upgrading, meaning that there are likely much fewer than 1 
million dwellings without any form of retrofitting. 

The  Academy welcomes the grant-aided Better Energy Communities and Better Energy Warmer 
Homes schemes just launched by SEAI to stimulate retrofitting in low-income housing in order 
to alleviate fuel poverty situations. Most of these granted-aided programmes are being phased 
out at the end of 2013, due to Exchequer constraints.

Instead the Government has launched the Better Energy, National Upgrade Programme with the 
objective of upgrading 1m residential, public and commercial buildings by 2020. The Better Energy, 
Homes component is hoped to deliver 5.2 TWh or 446 ktoe energy and 1.4 Mt CO2 savings. 

These savings are to be implemented through Voluntary Agreements between the State’s 18 
energy suppliers and the SEAI, targeting a rate of 1.5% energy savings annually. The Academy 
welcomes implementation of these challenging Voluntary Agreements, noting that such schemes 
are reported to have been successful in UK, France, Italy, Denmark and the Flemish region of 
Belgium. It would urge that these Agreements would also incentivise the development of the gas 
network and the promotion of heat pumps and SETS, which initiatives would provide new busi-
ness growth strategies for those energy suppliers.

Discussions are currently underway as to the most appropriate form of financing in the con-
text of Ireland. It is understood that there is a move away from the traditional PAYS (Pay As You 
Save) approach towards initiatives under Better Energy: Financing. This area is currently being 
addressed in the Better Energy Financing High Level Principles being developed by DCENR.  The 
Academy suggests that greater incentives to property owners (such as in property tax rebates) 
may also be required to stimulate more rapid action. 

The Government target of upgrading 1m dwellings by 2020 would require a scale of retrofitting 
some two orders of magnitude higher than hitherto. The Academy supports an aggressive pro-
gramme of shallow retrofitting; however such a project would require serious logistical planning, 
with dedicated large-scale contractors, something akin to the Dublin Gas Conversion Project 
in the 1980s. Larger highly-focused clusters of community upgrading programmes could lead to 
economies of time, scale and public cooperation. 

The Academy believes that deep retrofitting should continue to be promoted, but this will tend 
to happen more under major building renovations more typical in a change of ownership.  While 
deep retrofits lead to larger energy savings, the Academy is unable to quantify at this time 
whether these are more cost-beneficial than shallow retrofits. The Academy sees better short-
term payback in focusing on development of the gas network and in promotion of national heat 
pump and SETS programmes. As retrofitting technologies develop, deeper more cost effective 
retrofitting might better be achieved post-2020 along the lines of the Residential Energy Road-
map 2010-2050.

A recent SEAI ex-post analysis of the retrofit programmes to date indicates that retrofitting 
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leads to 21% energy savings, but this is 36% plus/minus 8% lower than theoretical gains due to the 
“rebound effect”, where occupiers opt for a higher level of comfort post-retrofitting. The actual 
energy savings reported were 3-4 MWh/dwelling, which if extrapolated over 1.65m dwellings, 
could potentially lead to national energy savings of 6-7 TWh (approx 560 ktoe). 

The Academy believes that, assuming that the focus continues primarily on shallow retrofitting 
with a payback period of about 5-7 years, the gains realistically achievable by 2020 correspond to 
10% of the FEC of the Residential Sector. The Academy therefore estimates that a total invest-
ment of €0.7 billion in retrofitting would save €142m/year of energy imports, reducing FEC by 
3.3TWh or 284 ktoe and CO2 emissions by 0.66 Mt /year. This is lower than EPA, NESC and SEAI 
estimates, but is felt to be more realistic in the context of a cost-effective national retrofitting 
programme to 2020. 

Advisory Principle 2.6.1
The Academy supports an aggressive programme of shallow retrofitting, also promoting deep 
retrofitting where opportunities arise; such an aggressive programme will need high-level lo-
gistical planning, as well as the planned Better Energy Financing support, possibly supplemented 
by tax incentives for property owners. Further development of retrofitting materials and tech-
niques may make deep retrofitting more viable post-2020.

Advisory Principle 2.6.2
The Academy recommends that the Voluntary Agreements with energy suppliers should also in-
centivise the development of the gas network and promotion of heat pumps and SETS, as these 
strategies can act as business growth strategies for those suppliers. 

3.  Reducing Energy Usage and CO2 Emissions in the  
 Commercial and Non-ETS Industrial Sectors

3.1 Setting the context :

According to the NESC Interim Report, there are about 130,000 non-residential buildings in 
Ireland, with an average floor area estimated at 550m2, and energy consumption/m2/year about 
twice that of the residential sector.  According to SEAI, about 12,000 of these buildings have now 
achieved a BER (which by definition excludes process loads), just on 50% of which have ratings 
C or higher, though this may not be representative of the entire cohort. 

3.2 Opportunities in the Commercial Sector :

The Total Primary Energy Requirement (TPER) of the Commercial Sector excluding the Public 
Services Sector is estimated to be 1,182 ktoe. It covers commercial offices, distribution and 
retail, the hospitality sector and the increasingly-important data sector. Electricity accounts for 
over 40% of the FEC in the sector and for almost 70% of the cost of energy. Therefore the 
cost focus generally centres on reducing electricity consumption but the CO2 reduction targets  
require that fossil fuel consumption is also targeted.
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Commercial offices include both the traditional financial and professional service buildings but 
now include buildings used for the IFSC and the increasing space requirements of software de-
velopers. Typically these buildings are leased rather than owned by the occupier and the interests 
of landlord and tenant are frequently not aligned and hence energy costs are often not given 
appropriate management focus.

Entrants to SEAI’s award scheme from the sector have demonstrated that very substantial sav-
ings can be achieved when energy efficient management and control systems are integrated with 
financial management. Given the financial difficulties now being faced by many in the sector, there 
is a critical requirement that this experience and practice is more widely and rapidly dissemi-
nated within the sector.  

In the retail sector, electricity use is dominant, both in terms of costs and in energy terms, and 
hence substantial cost savings can be achieved by upgrading lighting, refrigeration and air-condi-
tioning control systems. 

The hospitality sector, and within it particularly the hotel sector, has significant energy require-
ments for space and water heating and cooking; CHP can be attractive in the sector because of 
the year round requirement for hot water. 

A key issue for the sector is the availability of natural gas and this is particularly a problem in 
many traditional tourist areas along the west coast. The financial stress currently being expe-
rienced by many in the hospitality sector is a barrier to making investment, even though the 
payback periods may be very short. This issue therefore should be examined in the context of 
improving both energy efficiency and financial viability of the sector.

Data-centre developers are increasingly attracted to Ireland because its temperate climate means 
that ambient air can provide the required level of cooling, thus minimising capital and operating 
costs. However, there are still a significant number of older data-centres and server installations 
where investment in “free cooling” would reduce electricity requirements  

3.3 Opportunities in the Non-ETS Industrial Sector :

It appears not currently possible to accurately estimate energy (particularly electricity) require-
ments in the Non-ETS Industrial Sector on the basis of published data, but CO2 emissions data 
indicates that fossil fuel use in the sector is as large as for the Commercial and Public Service 
Sectors combined. This energy data deficit needs to be addressed.

The Academy’s experience of the industrial sector indicates that significant differences exist be-
tween overseas and indigenously-owned businesses in that

● Subsidiaries of international groups already have a strong focus on improving energy 
 efficiency through global benchmarking, demonstrating the competiveness of the Irish  
 facility, typically with on-going energy efficiency gains of 3% per year or more. 

● Irish-owned businesses are frequently less resourced technically and often do not  
 have similar focus on energy efficiency improvement, despite potential cost savings.
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Another notable feature of the Non-ETS industrial sector is that while almost all of the overseas-
owned process industries have access to natural gas, many indigenous companies in the dairy, 
meat processing and meat and fish product sectors still have to rely on oil, as they are located 
in areas not currently served by natural gas. Thus, they have higher fuel costs and CO2 emissions 
and cannot use the most energy efficient technologies.

An examination of these industries and their location indicates that in many cases only relatively 
modest extensions of the gas grid would be required to supply them (see map in Annex 3), there 
being a sufficient concentration of industrial and commercial fuel demand in the relevant areas 
to justify those extensions. 

The proposed grid extensions amount to 220 km in total, some 9% of the current grid length, 
estimated to cost around €150m, with a payback of about 5 years. This fuel switching would  
reduce CO2 emissions by 0.2 Mt. 

Upgrade programmes in the non-ETS Industrial sector typically include new boilers, fuel switch-
ing, improved heating and ventilation controls, variable speed drives and more efficient lighting. 
Installation of CHP systems is very often not feasible because of the lack of a suitable heating 
load.

Advisory Principle 3.3.1
The Academy sees further significant potential for energy and emission reduction in the Com-
mercial and Non-ETS Industrial sectors. Detailed energy consumption data for the Non-ETS 
Industrial Sector and its sub-sectors should be made available to enable precise energy efficiency 
targets to be prioritised. The SEAI should build on its significant success in those sectors, as-
sisted by relevant trade associations, duly encouraged by the lending agencies involved, such as 
Enterprise Ireland.

Advisory Principle 3.3.2
The Academy sees a strong argument in favour of extending the national gas grid to enable wider 
conversion from oil to gas. This requires a review of the project evaluation criteria used by the 
Regulator, taking into account the broader energy efficiency gains and import cost savings avail-
able to the Irish economy. 

3.4 Financing of Upgrading in the Commercial and Non-ETS Industrial Sectors : 
There have already been a number of very successful initiatives in this sector:

● The LIEN programme, encompassing over 150 of the largest energy users  
 (most of which are in the ETS sector), has achieved up to 40% energy efficiency gains,

● The Small Business Scheme has typically yielded 10-30% energy savings,

● Almost 100 companies  have achieved tax relief through the ACA  
 (Accelerated Capital Allowance) scheme,
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● The Better Energy Workplaces programme has supported some 300 projects by  
 end 2012, with the ambition of achieving 2.8 TWh (240 ktoe) annual energy savings 
 by 2020. In 2011 alone, SEAI reported that 85 projects were completed at a total cost 
 of €45m, yielding 271 GWh (23 ktoe) energy and €11m annual savings.

The Non-ETS Industrial and Commercial sectors represent a vast array of sub-sectors, portfolios 
and users of energy. Clearly these should be categorised so that detailed upgrading programmes 
can be developed within each category. 

One common theme across these end users is that technical resources are weak, typically be-
ing maintenance personnel with a moderate to low level of technical training.  There is often a 
challenge in educating this audience to the financial benefits of implementing projects in the core 
areas of lighting and heating.

While it may not be feasible to provide a centralised technical resource for the entire sector, 
one solution could be to develop comprehensive on-line evaluation tools to assess and evaluate 
existing and replacement lighting using user-estimated burn hours.  This could be supplemented 
with other on-line material as well as training and knowledge transfer classes. Promotion of the 
Energy Performance Contract – Lite model, as proposed by SEAI and DCENR for lighting and 
heating projects, should be prioritised.

Upgrading projects are generally bankable. Enterprise Ireland and other lending agencies should 
be required to encourage energy efficiency programmes in companies they assist, which could 
then become part of the LIEN or Better Energy Workplaces programmes or the EPA’s Green 
Business Initiative.

The Academy believes that 20% energy savings can be achieved in the Commercial Sector by 
2020, where further investment of €0.47 billion can give a 5-year payback on energy import sav-
ings of €93m/year. This investment, entirely by the private sector, can reduce FEC by 1.9 TWh or 
166 ktoe and CO2 emissions by 0.22 Mt/year. These savings are actually more easily achievable 
than in the Residential sector, and SEAI can continue to play a leading coordination role. 

Unfortunately, it is not possible to estimate the potential for energy and CO2 reductions in the 
Non-ETS Industrial Sector, as the associated FEC data is not publicly available. However a plausi-
ble 20% saving in the associated CO2 emissions would amount to 0.5 Mt/year. 

Advisory Principle 3.4
The Academy believes that, while much progress has already been achieved in the Commer-
cial and Non-ETS Industrial sectors, there are many more attractive energy efficiency projects 
providing good payback. These should be identified and prioritised, particularly those bankable 
projects with paybacks of less than 5 years.
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4.  Reducing Energy Usage and CO2 Emissions in the  
 Public Services Sector

4.1 Setting the Context :

The public services sector bears particular responsibility as it is specifically committed under the 
recast of the EBPD to an exemplar 33% energy efficiency improvement by 2020 compared to 
2005. Under the Energy Efficiency Directive, there is also a requirement to renovate and upgrade 
3% of central government buildings each year.

According to SEAI 2011 data, the public sector Total Primary Energy Requirement (TPER) is 642 
ktoe, corresponding to a Total Final Energy Consumption (TFEC) of 504 ktoe, with resulting CO2 
emissions of just on 0.9 Mt. 

There are approximately 20,000 public sector buildings in Ireland, with a total annual energy bill 
of at least €500m (the annual energy import cost is estimated at €250m).  These include:

● Government Buildings

● Local Authority Buildings

● Buildings under the Office of Public Works

● Swimming Pools, Libraries

● Schools, Third Level Colleges

● Public Hospitals and other Public Health Buildings

● Non-commercial Semi-State buildings

● An Garda Síochana,  Army Buildings and Prisons

Though yet not inventorised in detail, these 20,000 buildings are estimated to comprise 5,000 
large buildings (over 1,000m2 floor area) and 15,000 medium size buildings (between 100m2 and 
1,000m2).

4.2 Energy Efficiency Opportunities – Building on OPW Success :

Of these 20,000 buildings, about 10% are operated and managed by the Office of Public Works 
(OPW). In 2008, the OPW launched a state-wide staff energy awareness campaign in all its larger 
buildings (>1000m2), approximately 270 in total. The campaign was largely based on behavioural 
change and the elimination of energy waste.  

A key success factor to this initiative was the availability of up-to-date energy data for each build-
ing, sourced from dedicated energy monitoring equipment installed prior to launching the cam-
paign. The data was used to prepare customised energy reports for each building, to set targets 
and to monitor progress.  Already, significant average annual energy savings of over 19% and cost 
savings of 14% have been achieved.  The buildings participating in the campaign represent some 
76% of total OPW energy usage, costing ~€32m/year.  The OPW’s experience is that about 65% 
of that energy usage is for heating, 35% in electrical energy usage. However, as the fuel bills are 
35% heating and 65% electricity, there is naturally more focus on electricity usage. Staff also has 
more direct control of the electrical consumption in buildings, primarily in the ability to simply 
switch things off.
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The campaign has demonstrated that 

● Savings of up to 20% are achievable within 2-3 years, through behavioural changes 
 and elimination of unnecessary energy usage, 

● An additional 5% to 8% can typically be achieved by upgrading mechanical and  
 electrical plant, for example, lighting systems, boilers and controls.

● Looking to the 2020 target for the public sector of 33% savings, it will be much more  
 challenging to achieve the final 5%-8%. 

● A programme of deep retrofitting of the building stock could achieve this, but these  
 measures have not yet been costed and are likely to have longer payback periods.  
 These types of interventions to the building fabric would also have serious implications  
 for the normal operation of the buildings. 

● The OPW energy conservation programme relies heavily on the use of external  
 service providers to provide adequate specialist resources to run the campaign in the  
 large number of buildings involved.

Using the OPW’s energy conservation campaign as a model for the rest of the public sec-
tor, the potential energy and cost savings would be very significant. The OPW believes that its 
programme model can be rolled out to cover 100% of public buildings with sufficient mandate 
and extension of management resources to about 10-15 people, supported by external private 
sector facilities management companies. As many public sub-sectors have insufficient facility-
management expertise (such as schools, libraries, Garda stations, local authorities), external ex-
pertise will be needed. 

The type of energy efficiency improvement projects recommended would typically include: 

● Insulation improvements (roof, cavity wall, piping insulation etc),

● Lighting controls and new energy efficient fittings (PIR sensors, lighting control  
 systems, high frequency lighting, LED lighting),

● Heating Systems (replacement with high efficiency condensing boilers, thermostatic  
 regulating valves, zone controls),

● Cooling Systems (controls, time schedules, free cooling),

● Replacement of poor quality single glazing with double glazing; however upgrading to 
 low-U double or triple glazing is likely to be justified in only a small number of cases.  

As a general observation, many modern buildings come equipped with air-conditioning, which 
unnecessarily adds to energy usage and costs. Furthermore many air-conditioning systems are 
poorly specified to minimise capital cost, with ensuing higher operational costs. Indeed with 
appropriate building design, there should be no requirement for air conditioning in most cases, 
given the temperate Irish climate. 
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4.3 Financing Options for Upgrading in the Public Services Sector :

Since the €500+m energy expenditure in the public sector is funded directly by the Exchequer, 
any saving on energy expenditure is a direct benefit to it.  With very determined planning,  energy 
initiatives in 3,000 buildings within the public sector might be implemented each year, in order to 
complete the sector programme by 2020.  

Of note is the SEAI’s Energy Partnership initiative, where 14 public bodies have aspired to achiev-
ing cumulative €330m savings by 2020. The recent DCENR initiative to set up a €70m energy 
efficiency fund is welcome, though is small in the context of the overall opportunity.

Overall, a Public Services Sector implementation period of 5-7 years can be postulated, with life-
cycle benefits accruing over a 15 year period.  Under this model, the required 33% energy savings 
can be targeted on a tiered basis, progressively requiring deeper retrofits with longer paybacks 
as further savings are achieved.  

The potential savings pattern is seen as:

● The first 5% energy savings can probably be achieved through behavioural changes

● The next 15% savings through modest standard energy efficiency initiatives and  
 shallow retrofits can probably be achieved at a 5-7 year payback

● The remaining 18% savings will likely need to be achieved through deep retrofits with  
 payback periods of up to 15 years, these longer paybacks being justified by the fact that  
 in this case the Exchequer is the direct beneficiary.

In particular, it would appear that the Public HSE Sector has particular opportunity to reduce 
its €120m/year energy bill; it is a sector particularly open to energy management with its large 
24/7/365 load profile. The new regional grouping structure for hospitals may allow dedication of 
energy efficiency technical expertise within each region. The HSE sector will require relatively 
higher retrofit investment with longer payback periods. 

Thus, the overall weighted payback on upgrading in the Public Services Sector is estimated by the 
Academy as approximately 10 years, implying a justified State investment of €840m to achieve 
€84m annual energy imports, resulting in energy savings of 166 ktoe and just on 0.3 Mt CO2/year.

Advisory Principle 4.3.1
The Academy sees significant potential for replicating the success of the OPW model in improv-
ing energy efficiency in all public service buildings. The first key task is to inventorise all public 
service buildings, with systematic analysis of the energy usage and determination of the optimal 
energy retrofit option for each building. The HSE sector appears to have particularly significant 
potential to reduce its large 24/7/365 energy usage.
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Advisory Principle 4.3.2
The Academy notes that many of the projects in the Residential, Commercial and Non-ETS  
Industrial Sectors proposed in this Policy Advisory have shorter payback periods than the more 
expensive projects in the Public Services Sector.  The Academy therefore suggests that some 
reallocation of resources towards further incentivising these shorter payback projects between 
now and 2020 may be appropriate.

5.  Making Resources available to achieve Energy  
 and CO2 Reductions

With staff rationalisations forced by the current recession, many companies have lost internal 
energy management skills, hence new opportunity exists for outsourcing of that expertise. Many 
of the upgrades proposed in this Policy Advisory typically require light engineering skills, as well 
as process engineering know-how (centred on engineering thermodynamics), which is in short 
supply in the labour market. 

Therefore significant graduate job opportunities exist. The development of post-graduate skills 
in these areas should also receive more focus from the University and Institute of Technology 
Faculties of Engineering.  

There exists a significant opportunity for private-sector enterprise to provide energy services, 
thereby also creating new employment opportunities. Energy management of private and public 
sector buildings can be contracted out to facility management professionals to provide high vis-
ibility on energy management and efficiency progress. 

There is also significant training opportunity in up-skilling contractors to meet the requirements 
of current and future nZEB (nearly-Zero Energy Building) Regulations, in acquiring retrofitting 
expertise, in quality assurance and compliance checking. 

Installation of heat pumps will require a significant up-skilling of contractors, providing consider-
able employment opportunity for tradesmen in rural areas, who were particularly badly affected 
by the downturn in housing construction.

Advisory Principle 5
The Academy sees significant opportunity for private sector enterprise in all aspects of en-
ergy efficiency improvement in all the sectors covered in this Policy Advisory.  There is ample  
enterprise opportunity in energy efficiency assessment, in design of and advice on upgrading  
options, in retrofitting contracting as well as in installation quality compliance checking. There are 
marketplace knowledge deficits in the area of thermodynamics, which need to be addressed by 
the Universities and Institutes of Technology.  Ongoing up-skilling of installation contractors also 
presents commercial opportunities. There is also opportunity for companies willing to share in 
the risks and rewards of energy efficiency projects.
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6.  Conclusions

This Policy Advisory has presented an alternative approach towards achieving Ireland’s 2020 En-
ergy and CO2 reduction targets. This approach is focused on a combination of specific measures 
and sectoral actions across the Residential, Commercial, Non-ETS Industrial and Public Service 
Sectors, the detailed costs and benefits being shown in Tables 1 and 2.

The cost/benefits of the specific measures proposed are summarised in Table 1 below.

Basis of calculations:
● Average oil use in OFCH households = 1.56 toe
● Weighted average gasoil/kerosene import costs winter 2011/12 =  €733/toe
● Gas acquisition costs at NBP winter 2011/12 = €303/toe
● CO2 Emission Factors t/toe, Gas = 2.382, Oil = 3.02
● A 10% efficiency improvement is assumed on switching to gas
● Heat Pump COP assumed 3.0
● Gas fired CCGT generation efficiency assumed 55%
● Transmission & Distribution losses taken as 10%
● Thus primary energy requirement for electricity generation is twice electricity consumption
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In the context of this Table, it should be noted that the installation of Heat Pumps and SETS can 
make a significant contribution towards reducing projected system costs of the DS3 proposal 
for accommodating higher levels of wind generation.  Also Heat Pumps not only contribute very 
significantly to FEC savings and CO2 reductions, but also contribute 304 ktoe to the Renewable 
Energy Target, therefore recommended as the top priority special measure.

The payback periods shown refer to the national economic payback on import energy savings 
compared to the total investment required. The replacement of electrical storage heaters by 
SETS, while highly desirable from both customer and system perspectives, is not included in this 
Table because of the longer national payback period involved.

Table 2 below summarises where possible the estimated costs and benefits of general energy 
efficiency improvements across the Residential, Commercial, Non-ETS Industrial and Public Ser-
vices Sectors. 

Basis of calculations:
● Residential, Commercial and Public Services TFEC from SEAI data
● TPER derived from SEAI data
● Energy Import Costs calculated assuming:
● Weighted Average Oil Import Cost Winter 2011/2012 = €733/toe
● Gas Acquisition Costs at NBP Winter 2011/2012 = €303/toe
● Coal Import Cost taken as €150/toe
● Residential Emissions from EPA Returns
● CO2 Emission Factors t/toe, Gas = 2.382, Oil = 3.02.
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These would be achieved through a wide range of retrofitting and upgrading options where 
sector-specific costs cannot yet be accurately estimated, but the capital expenditure which is 
justified can be indicated. FEC for the Non-ETS Industrial Sector is guesstimated at 1000 ktoe in 
order to include a sector savings guesstimate. 

Achieving these target reductions imply a total expenditure between now and 2020 of the order 
of €5 billion, mostly of which would come from the private sector, the generally short payback 
periods creating potential for innovative financing. These initiatives can also leverage increased 
employment opportunities, increased VAT returns and almost €1 billion annual savings in energy 
import costs. There is also a case that the associated improvement in human living and working 
conditions would lead to a reduction in national healthcare costs. 

It is seen that a combination of the initiatives in Tables 1 and 2 can together potentially achieve 
the 2020 distance-to-target reductions in FEC of 1.1 Mtoe and in 2.7 MtCO2, as outlined in Sec-
tion 1.  Therefore the Academy believes there is a compelling case for embracing these Policy 
Advisory recommendations in Government energy policy to 2020. 
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Annex 1:
List of Relevant Publications:

Irish Academy of Engineering:   
All reports downloadable from http://www.iae.ie/publications/
1. IAE report “Energy Policy and Economic Recovery 2010-2015”, Feb 2011 
2. Technical Annex to above, Feb 2011, particularly Annex 4 on Energy Conservation
3. Oil & Gas Policy Advisory, published Feb 2013
4. Electricity Price Comparisons, Ireland – A Review, January 2013.

International Energy Agency:  
All reports downloadable from www.iea.org/
5. Energy Policies of IEA Countries, Ireland, 2012 Review, particularly  
 Chapter 4 on Energy Efficiency, see http://www.iea.org/w/bookshop/add.aspx?id=435
6. IEA World Energy Outlook 2012, particularly Chapters 9 to 12 on Energy Efficiency,  
 see http://www.iea.org/w/bookshop/add.aspx?id=433

European Commission and Irish Legislation:
7. EC Effort Sharing Decision of March 26, 2013, see http://eur-lex.europa.eu/Lex 
 UriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2013:090:0106:0110:EN:PDF.
8. Directive 2009/28/EC of April 23, 2009, on the Promotion of Energy from  
 Renewable Resources, see http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=Oj:L:2 
 009:140:0016:0062:en:PDF
9. Directive 2010/31/EU of May 19, 2010, on the Energy Performance of Buildings  
 (recast), see http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2010:153:0013: 
 0035:EN:PDF.
10. Directive 2012/27/EU of October 25, 2012, on Energy Efficiency,  
 see http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2012:315:FULL:EN:PDF.
11. The (Irish) Energy Miscellaneous Provisions Act (No 3 of 2012),  
 see http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/2012/en/act/pub/0003/index.html
12. General Scheme of a Climate Change and Low Carbon Development Bill, February 2013, 
 see http://www.environ.ie/en/PublicationsDocuments/FileDownLoad,32468,en.pdf
13. Draft “Better Energy Financing, High Level Principles”, DCENR, Feb 2013 

Irish Government Agencies
14. “Ireland’s Greenhouse Gas Emission Projections, 2012-2030”, EPA, April 25, 2013,  
 http://www.epa.ie/pubs/reports/air/airemissions/EPA_GHG_Emission_Proj_pub_2013_ 
 FINAL.pdf
15. “Ireland’s Greenhouse Gas Emissions in 2011”, EPA, October 12, 2012, updated April 15,  
 2013, http://www.epa.ie/pubs/reports/air/airemissions/GHG_1990-2011_UNFCCC_ 
 Final.pdf
16. SEAI Energy Balance 2011,  
 see http://www.seai.ie/Publications/Statistics_Publications/Energy_Balance/.
17. SEAI Residential Energy Roadmap 2010-2050,  
 see http://www.seai.ie/Renewables/Residential_Energy_Roadmap.pdf
18. SEAI Better Energy Workplaces 2011, Impact Report,  
 see http://www.seai.ie/Grants/Better_Energy_Workplaces/Better_Energy_ 
 Workplaces_2011_Impact_Report.pdf
19. Paper by Jim Scheer and others on “Quantification of Energy Savings from Ireland’s  
 Home Energy Savings Scheme: an Ex-Post Billing Analysis”, Springer, July 10, 2012.
20. Interim Report of the NESC Secretariat “Towards a New National Climate Policy”, 
 particularly Chapter 4 on Buildings, June 2012, see http://files.nesc.ie/nesc_
 secretariat_papers/nesc_secretariat_paper_03_2012.pdf
21. NESC Final Report, “Ireland and the Climate Change Challenge: Connecting  
 ‘How Much’ with ‘How To’’”, published Feb 2013, 
 see http://www.nesc.ie/assets/files/Ireland%20and%20the%20Climate%20Change%20 
 Challenge_Connecting%20How%20Much%20with%20How%20To_Main_Report.pdf
22. Draft NSAI Code of Practice prSR54 – Methodology for the Sustainable  
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 Refurbishment of Existing Domestic Dwellings, currently out to public comment
23. CER SEM DS3 System Services, Third Consultation, Feb 2013,  
 see http://www.eirgrid.com/operations/ds3/communications/consultations/
24. Template for a Voluntary Agreement between SEAI and Energy Suppliers, March 2013.

Building Performance Institute (Brussels):  
Reports downloadable from www.bpie.eu/
25. BPIE Report “Cost Optimality, Discussing the Methodology and Challenges within the  
 Recast Energy Performance of Buildings Directive”, September 2010.
26. BPIE Report “Europe’s Buildings under the Microscope: a Country by Country Review  
 of the Energy Performance of Buildings”, October 2011. 
27. BPIE Report “Principles for Nearly Zero-Energy Buildings, Paving the Way for Effective  
 Implementation of Policy Requirements”, November 2011.
28. BPIE Report “Energy Efficiency Policies in Buildings, the Use of Financial Instruments  
 at Member State Level”, August 2012.
29. BPIE Report “Supporting EU Member States in Developing Ambitious Renovation  
 Strategies”, Feb 2013.
30. GBPN Global Knowledge Platform for the Energy Performance of Buildings.

World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD), reports  
 downloadable from http://www.wbcsd.org/publications-and-tools.aspx.
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Annex 2:
Type of Central Heating within each Household, 2011

Based on Irish Census 2011, published by the Central Statistics Office as “Profile 4, The Roof 
over our Heads” in August 2012.
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Annex 3:
Proposed Extensions to the Natural Gas Grid

The gas transmission network is 2,550 km in length, with a further 60 km planned for completion 
in the near future. The extensions recommended to connect the new Industrial and Commercial 
loads shown as circles on the map below would be 220 km in total, excluding any extensions to 
Sligo or Killybegs, as these are deemed to be uneconomic.
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